
Staff Compensation Study General FAQs 

Over the next several months, the following deliverables will be addressed through this 
Compensation Study: 

 Update Compensation and classification structure  

 Update job descriptions 

 FLSA classification review (Exempt vs Non-Exempt) 

 External Market Analysis  

 Pay Equity Analysis 

 Clearly articulated compensation philosophy  

 Update Compensation policies and procedures  
 

1. What is the objective for the Compensation Study? 

Our objective for this Compensation Study is to develop a comprehensive classification and 
compensation system to attract, retain and motivate qualified employees who will enable the 
University to maintain a competitive position with employers with whom we compete for labor. 

2. Did you issue Invitation to Bid/ Request for Proposal (RFP) to secure an external consulting 
partner? 

Yes. We solicited competitive bids or proposals from qualified firms on the state’s Centralized 
Master Bidders List and from other suggested sources. The RFP was posted on November 11, 
2020, contract was awarded 1/12/2021. 

3. How are we defining our peer group for market comparisons? 

This will be done as part of the study and in the development of a compensation philosophy. 

4. How do I know if I am exempt or non-exempt? Will it change? 

If you get paid monthly you are exempt, if you get paid hourly you are non-exempt. An FLSA 
review will done of all positions. Some position statuses may change.  

5. Will my pay be reduced? 

Although realignment of jobs as assigned within a pay structure is a normal occurrence when 
establishing a new market-driven pay structure, it is not with the intention that anyone’s pay 
will be reduced.  Along with the recommendations from CBIZ and reviewed by the Project team, 
UHD leadership will make a decision on any relevant salary adjustments at the appropriate time. 

6. Will all employees receive a pay increase? 

Although realignment of jobs as assigned within a pay structure is a normal occurrence when 
establishing a new market-driven pay structure, it is not with the intention that everyone’s pay 



will be increased.  Along with the recommendations from CBIZ and reviewed by the Project 
team, UHD leadership will make a decision on any relevant salary adjustments at the 
appropriate time. 

7. Will I be able to update my job description? 

Yes, all staff will need to complete, an updated and accurate job description via a Positions 
Description Question (PDQ).  The PDQ will also be reviewed by your supervisor.  These will 
utilize the new position criteria format that will be developed as part of the Study. 

8. Will I be able to retain my current job title? 

Titles may be addressed and adjusted as a component of the study. 

9. Will any jobs be eliminated as a result of the Study? 

No.  Job elimination is not a feature of this Compensation Study. 

10. Will I be able to request to have my job reviewed for reclassification during the Study? 

No. There is a job evaluation moratorium until the end of the study.  

11. Who should I ask any additional questions to regarding the Total Compensation Study? 

You can contact compensation@uhd.edu 
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